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Falke 70A, .177, smooth bore, shaft plate no. 42 - how to mount piston seal?
September 12 2014 at 3:11 PM

Jochen  (Login Flachzwilling)

Hello everybody! 
 

I recently discovered a rather well-preserved Falke 70(A) in my late fathers' closet and now I'm trying to brush it up technically. Apart from the missing breech lock lever everything is in working order. However, due to worn seals it rather coughs the pellets
out of the barrel. 

 
I ordered all available parts at Waffencenter Gotha (Piston seal, piston seal screw, piston seal insert, breech seal) and began to take the 70 apart. The piston seal was literally shot, so I took out the piston, removed the old seal and assembled the new seal.

But now I'm stuck. I tried and I tried, but I can't get the piston with the new seal into the piston chamber. It gets massively stuck on the inner threading. I can't "screw" it in because it turns rather freely on the screw, I can'force it in because I'm afraid of
tearing it apart. 

 
Interestingly enough I couldn't find any hints (not even for other air rifles) on the net aside from "Put the seal in engine oil over night". That only caused the seal to swell even more. 

 
Is there some kind of "trick" or am I just "holding it wrong"? 

 
Best regards 

 
Jochen 

 
PS: The trigger group on my 70 does not look like any other trigger group I've seen here... I'll try to post some pictures soon.
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 Garvin
 (Premier Login Garvin2)

 Owner

Hi Jochen September 12 2014, 4:57 PM 

The 'trick' to oversized pistons with brand new seals is to put the piston shaft in a power drill and sand it down to size with glasspaper or similar. This means reducing the diameter of the seal very gradually,
since if you do too much it's irreversible! 

The reason why you soak the seal in silicon oil (some people do it it water) is so it swells as much as it's going to before you start resizing it. The correct seal size is so that the piston will just fall through the
cylinder under gravity, and will stop when you cover the transfer port with a finger. 

 
If you soak the seal in engine oil, you risk the rifle 'dieseling' for some time after you get it up and running, as the oil ignites under compression. Use silicon oil for leather, but be careful you never use silicon
oil on its own anywhere for metal on metal contact - which is a disaster. 

 
PS The trigger group on my (former) mod 70 here: 

 
http://www.network54.com/Forum/642127/thread/1241376007/Falke+70 

 
Looks very like the trigger on the mods 80 and 90 (though I never dismantled it). 

 

"\"xSQ4Z)FI\\t\""

    

This message has been edited by Garvin2 on Sep 12, 2014 5:43 PM
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Jochen
 (Login Flachzwilling)

Re: Hi Jochen September 15 2014, 11:44 AM 

Hi Garvin! 
 

Thank you very much for this hint. I managed to sand the seal down to the right size and now the piston fits perfectly. The rifle still has its issues (when relased, the piston just makes a "pffft" sound, the
pellet does not move) but I blame this on the also new and not yet perfectly fitting breech seal (and a reeeaally weak spring).
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